
 
 

EDICT n. 005-2020 

 

 

An edict to claim the Crown of Eniarku and other measures. 

 
 

 

 

We, the Occidian Emperor, in exercise of Our constitutional prerogatives, establish: 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 01 

 

After many weeks of meeting with the Council of Junkers, His Majesty The Emperor and his 

Peers, the Junkers, have voiced growing concern over the North American heritage and given 

the extensive history of the North American Confederation and the Kingdom of Eniarku – as 

well as the personal history between Our predecessor Emperor William and King Aaron –, these 

concerns brought much deliberation prior to any official action. 

 

 

ARTICLE 02 

 

Considering the affirmation that King Aaron recognized on 15 February 2017 that Eniarku was 

one of the official successor states of the Confederation during its first period of existence, 

consideration enough to allow him the possibility to establish a claim to the North American 

Throne – even if without legal possibility to do so, it is therefore the opinion of this Government 

that this is not any form of personal vendetta against Eniarkian State or government, nor against 

Aaron; rather, this Government believes that Our claim to Eniarku would indeed be beneficial to 

the North American sector as a whole and preserve much of our history. 

 

It has evident that the Eniarkian government failed to conduct its affairs and appears to be 

largely inactive, and Our Government would be willing to offer complete assistance to 

Eniarkian government to finally work properly under Occidian leadership and would, of course, 

allow members of the House of Abbot to retain many of their titles. 

 

 

ARTICLE 03 

 

This Government understands that this claim, under our self-sufficient and acclaimed 

administration may indeed be able to reclaim much of its former glory as well. We also express 

our desire to accomplish the goals of both Occidia and Eniarku, and strongly believe that our 

control as head of the latter will serve as a much-needed catalyst and will preserve the history of 



one of the successor states of the North American Confederation and promote the union of our 

sector. 

 

 

ARTICLE 04 

 

Considering the existence of the Empire of New Europe until 2013 and its continuity secured 

through its successor states, the North American Confederation from 2013 until 2020 and the 

Occidian Empire since 2020, and the verified inactivity of the Paragonian State, added the 

elements presented to us that the other belligerent part can be considered a failed state, We 

proclaim victory over the Holy Republic of Paragonia and state their dissolution.  

 

 

ARTICLE 05 

 

We, by these present document, lay formal and legitimate claim to the Eniarkian Throne and all 

titles and honors granted to it from the date of this Edict. By virtue of My predecessor positions 

and titles relevant to aforementioned State; that the former Sovereign did indeed failed to be 

active and risking all the work done in favor of the North American micronationalism that the 

mentioned Kingdom recognized to be one of its legal successors states; and that the duties, 

responsibilities and authorities thereof were justly and lawfully appointed and transferred to Us, 

We do so engage in claiming the Throne of that Realm and all of its Lands. 

 

 

ARTICLE 06 

 

We, hereby proclaim Aaron Alexander of Eniarku formally deposed of the Eniarkian Throne, 

but recognized as “His Royal Highness, Grand Duke of Shaw, Prince of Abbott, Duke of 

Palmaire, Norton, Postulo, Ibitea, Eryia, Earl of Dolonburg, Lancadire, Gelf-Brine, Melchin, 

Stadtholder of Maide, Lord of Numa” within the Occidian nobility. We, by especial grace, also 

maintain under Aaron Alexander of Eniarku, Grand Duke of Shaw, the sovereignty of the Most 

Noble Order of the King's Crown, the Order of Eniarku and the Most Royal House of Abbott. 

 

 

ARTICLE 07 

 

We determine the dissolution of the Eniarkian Armed Forces, the Royal Guard and of the 

General Intelligence Directorate and the removal of Aaron Alexander of Eniarku, Grand Duke 

of Shaw, of the office of Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces. 

 

 

ARTICLE 08 

 

We determine the dissolution of the Council of State and the Parliament of the Kingdom of 

Eniarku. The Eniarkians may choose a representative to establish a moiety composed by as 

many households that may exist. 

 

 

ARTICLE 09 

 

The Eniarkian foreign and economic affairs are now under Delveran administration. 

 

 

ARTICLE 10 



We, through this Edict, also grant to the former King of Eniarku the opportunity to claim his 

Crown and have its claim heard by the Throne of Occidia under a formal petition and the oath of 

loyalty to the Empire of Occidia, its Constitution and Emperor. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

His Imperial and Royal Majesty, by the Grace of God and the People, 

Occidian Emperor and King of Eniarku. 


